
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warrnambool
Monday, 14 Mar 2022

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: J. Rea

Stewards: P. Watson, D. Verberne & G. Rea

Judges: T. Lockwood

Lure Drivers: N. Kenna

Starter: A. Mills

Kennel Supervisor: D. Brooks

Kennel Attendants: J. Hosking & T. Easton

Veterinarian: Dr. John Jardine

Race 1
MACEY'S BISTRO (250+RANK)

3:14 pm
390m

Maiden

All persons attending today wore facemasks when required, checked in, observed social distance
requirements, and provided satisfactory evidence of double vaccination or exemption under the State
Government’s mandatory vaccination directions (as of 26 November 2021) that in-turn, permitted entry to
the venue.

Tinker Blaine was quick to begin.

Mt. View Blonde, Elite Patty and Strictly collided soon after the start.  Double Top crossed to the rail on the
first turn, checking Mt. View Blonde.  Dr. Ronald checked off Zulu Rebel entering the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Tinker Blaine – the winner of the event.

Race 2
BROAD TREE CARE (250+RANK)

3:34 pm
390m

Maiden

Sinatra Bay – Late scratching at 8:33 am by Order of Stewards.

Kokomo Kid was slow to begin.

Primal Fear faltered approaching the first turn; checking Kokomo Kid and severely checking Mt. View
Moon; Primal Fear tailed off as a result.

Primal Fear underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was found to have right hindleg back
muscle and left hindleg hip injuries  A 60 day stand down period was imposed.

Following the running of this event, Stewards inspected the track and and deemed the surface satisfactory
for racing.

Race 3
EDWARDS ELECTRICAL (250+RANK)

3:57 pm
390m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Devlish John.

Blue Cans was quick to begin.  Devilish John was slow to begin.

Inga Sadie and Letterfrack Lady collided soon after the start.  Bush Nightmare and Letterfrack Lady
collided on the first turn, checking Bush Nightmare.  Classic Moment checked off Tinker Murphy on the
home turn.

Race 4
NORFOLK BUTCHERS (250+RANK)

4:17 pm
390m

Grade 7

Trainer, Mr Michael Niele who had two runners (President Peggy and I'm Ace Oski) engaged in this event,
advised Stewards that I'm Ace Osti was scratched at 7:21 am today due to illness.  This resulted in a vacant
box being afforded to the outside of its kennel mate, President Peggy.

A pre-race sample was taken from Moonlit Jewel.

Veracruz Bale and President Peggy were slow to begin.

Echo Chamber and Inga Lenny collided aprpoaching the first turn.  Moonlit Jewel and Echo Chamber
collided on the first turn, checking Echo Chamber.  Veracruz Bale checked off Moonlit Jewel approaching
the home turn.  Veracruz Bale and Echo Chamber collided on the home turn.  Moonlit Jewel turned its head
inwards and failed to pursue the lure with due commitment in the home straight.

Moonlit Jewel underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the
right hindleg.  No stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to representative, Mr Wayne Gray
regarding the greyhound’s racing manners in the home straight.  Acting under the provisions of GAR
69B(1), Moonlit Jewel was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of
injury).  Mr Gray pleaded guilty to the charge, Moonlit Jewel was found guilty and must perform a
Satisfactory Trial in accordance with GAR 69B(1) and GAR 72, before any future nomination will be
accepted.

Race 5 Milana Rose and Naha collided soon after the start.  Grand Warrior, Milana Rose, Lewis Osti and Mt. View
Ginger collided on the first turn; checking Grand Warrior, Milana Rose and Lewis Osti.  Slap Fizz and



TAB.COM.AU (250+RANK)
4:39 pm
390m

Grade 5

Rogue Temptation collided approaching the home turn, checking Rogue Temptation.

A post-race sample was taken from Rogue Temptation - the winner of the event.

Race 6
KERMONDS HAMBURGERS

(250+RANK)
5:02 pm
450m

Grade 5

Premier Slice was slow to begin.

Resounding failed to pursue the lure with due commitment soon after the start and took no competitive part
in the event and tailed off. Myola Knight, Jayla Strike and Red Hot Lady collided approaching the first turn. 
Bush Tiger and Ziems Park Miss collided approaching the home turn.  Jayla Strike checked off the heels of
Myola Knight on the home turn.  Myola Knight checked off Red Hot Lady entering the home straight.

Resounding underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was found to have a right pectoral injury. 
A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to trainer, Mr Ronald Gilliland regarding the
greyhound’s racing manners soon after the start.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69B(1), Resounding
was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr Gilliland pleaded
not guilty to the charge, Resounding was found guilty and must perform a Satisfactory Trial in accordance
with GAR 69B(1) and GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.  Mr Gilliland further advised
Stewards that it was his intention to retire Resounding from racing.

Race 7
COAST FM & 3YB (250+RANK)

5:22 pm
450m

Mixed 6/7

Rowchester Wig and Deadly Dream collided soon after the start.  Solar Rock, Princess Warrior and Stormy
Lights collided soon after the start, checking Solar Rock.  One Eyed Bill and Princess Warrior collided on
the first turn; checking One Eyed Bill and Solar Rock.

Race 8
CASSIGN DESIGN (250+RANK)

5:46 pm
450m

Grade 5

The semaphore board inadvertently displayed the numbers of 5 - 8 - 4 - 2. before being corrected by the
Judge  to 5 - 8 - 6 - 4  The All Clear was then given.

Rower's Rule and Tinker Yvonne collided approaching the first turn.  Tinker Yvonne and Tinker Count
collided on the first turn; checking Tinker Yvonne and Rower's Rule.  Myola Sunrise and Rower's Rule
raced wide in the home straight.

Race 9
WARRNAMBOOL FENCING

SPECIALISTS (250+)
6:02 pm
390m

Grade 7

Tweet It Sweet – New declared weight of 25.2 kg last raced at 24.0 kg.

Slingshot Avril, Zambora Jade and Electro Guru collided soon after the start.  Louie eased approaching the
first turn.  Slingshot Avril galloped on the heels of Electro Guru on the first turn; checking Slingshot Avril and
Electro Guru.  Our Legacy and Texicali Velvet collided approaching the home turn; checking Texicali Velvet,
which raced wide as a result.

Louie underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was found to have spike wounds to the left
foreleg stopper bone, front right wrist and left hindleg above hock; and left foreleg wrist and monkey muscle
injuries.  A seven day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to trainer, Mr Michael Vaughan
regarding the greyhound’s racing manners approaching the first turn.  Acting under the provisions of GAR
69B(1), Louie was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr
Vaughan pleaded guilty to the charge, Louie was found guilty and must perform a Satisfactory Trial in
accordance with GAR 69B(1) and GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

A post-race sample was taken from My Name's Joe – the winner of the event.

Race 10
MEPUNGA BLAZER @ STUD

(250+RANK)
6:17 pm
390m

Grade 6

A sample was taken from Acacia Queen upon arrival at the course.

One Hombre, Sanctioned and Huntly Flyer collided soon after the start.  Blazer Nation, False Alarm and
Acacia Dream collided approaching the first turn.  False Alarm and One Hombre collided on the first turn. 
Blazer Nation and False Alarm collided approaching the winning post.

Race 11
MEPUNGA CRUZER @ STUD

(250+RANK)
6:40 pm
390m

Grade 6

Don't Forget Kev, Agnet Bale and Gunther collided on the first turn, checking Agnet Bale.  Don't Forget Kev
and Gunther collided approaching the home turn; checking Gunther and Agnet Bale.  Nova Star and Inga
Letty collided approaching the home turn.

Nova Star underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was found to have a right foreleg elbow
injury.  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to representative Mr Andrew Julian
regarding the racing manners of Nova Star approaching the winning post.  After hearing evidence from Mr
Julian, viewing all the available race footage,acting on their observations, and taking into account the
sustained injury , a warning was issued regarding the greyhound’s racing manners approaching the
winning post.

Inga Letty underwent a post–race veterinary examination due to an incident in the catching pen - no
apparent injury was reported.

Mt. View Ivy crossed to the rail approaching the first turn; checking Saint Sunshine, Al's Vixen and Ramadi



Race 12
GAP (250+RANK)

6:59 pm
390m

Grade 5

Bale.  Al's Vixen and Ramadi Bale collided on the first turn, checking Ramadi Bale.  Al's Vixen checked off
Saint Sunshine approaching the home turn.




